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Who am I?

Built a Pentesting team from scratch 
at SVA GmbH

● Pentesting of hard- and software

● Published CVEs: 2020-12517, 2019-12825, 
2019-18664, 2019-18665, 2019-18663 …

Built an Incident Response team from 
scratch at SVA GmbH

● Forensic + reversing of malware

● Ransom negotiation

● Supporting the customer to rebuild IT

Patrick Münch
CISO

patrick@mondoo.com



State of Cyber Security?
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All hackers are genius savants

X
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Ransomware is a business

Name Name
Words words

Sales Quotas Playbooks

Customer 
Service

Customer 
Support

Affiliate 
Programs



Hacker Procedure
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Independent survey of 1100 IT and security 
professionals
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Hardening of 
All Clients 

and Servers 

Patch 
Management

01 02

Main Problems: Why Hackers are so successful?

The same root causes are also corroborated in the Cyber Signals Report by 
Microsoft that revealed 80% of attacks can be attributed to outdated 
software and misconfiguration.

https://query.prod.cms.rt.microsoft.com/cms/api/am/binary/RE54L7v


Kubernetes Intro
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Kubernetes Architecture

- Kube-apiserver: 
control-plane of Kubernetes, 
expose the Kubernetes API

- Kube-scheduler: Watch 
newly created pods and 
schedule them on a suitable 
node

- Etcd: Key-Value-Store, main 
database

- Kube-controller-manager: Manage different behavior in the cluster (e.g. Node controller, 
Replication controller, Endpoints controller, Service Account & Token controllers)

- Cloud-controller-manager: Cloud-specific control logic
- Kubelet: agent that runs on each node in the cluster. It makes sure that containers are 

running in a Pod. Communicates with container as well as with the kube-api
- Kube-proxy: Network proxy that runs each node
- container-runtime: Responsible for the running containers (e.g. docker, containered)



Kubernetes Naming

- Pods: Specification for how to run one or more containers. Sharing the same 
PID/ NET/ IPS namespace and being inside the same cgroup

- Kubernetes Namespace: Organize clusters into virtual sub-clusters (e.g. 
permissions, Resource Control)

- ReplicaSet: Replicates pods, maintain a stable set of replica Pods running at 
any given time

- Deployment: declarative updates for Pods and ReplicaSets. Used for static 
applications

- StatefulSet: workload API object used to manage stateful applications. Help 
users to track state

- DaemonSet: ensures that all (or some) Nodes run a copy of a Pod. Kubernetes 
components often deployed as Daemonsets

https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/workloads/pods/
https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/workloads/controllers/replicaset/
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Kubernetes Container Runtime Interface (CRI)
- Kube-apiserver talks to the kubelet to 

start a new Pod
- Kubelet talks to cri-o daemon to start 

container(s) via Kubernetes CRI
- cri-o pulls the image from registry
- Image is unpacked in rootfs container 

(COW file system)
- cri-o creates a OCI (Open Container 

Initiative) Runtime JSON file that contains 
details for the execution of the container

- cri-o the starts the actual OCI runtime, 
running the desired process (it is runc by 
default)

- Container is being monitored using 
common (runs under PID 1 in each 
container)



Container Attack 
Surface



● CVEs in container runtimes
● Overprivileged containers

○ Capabilities
○ File mounts

● Access to docker socket or other runtime APIs
● Kernel vulnerabilities - containers by itself do not immunize you against Linux 

Kernel bugs
○ seccomp can reduce kernel attack surface
○ seccomp runtime default
○ eBPF

● More Info: https://www.container-security.site/



Kubernetes Attack 
Surface



● Attacker spawns shell on the container - what’s new?
●
● Most typical attacker behavior remains the same
● Attacker wants to steal data or lateral movements throughout the network
●
● Persistence may be different, since containers are short living

○ Are being redeployed, vulnerabilities have to be re-exploited
○ Persistence inside a container is short in its lifespan
○ Kubernetes specific deployments could be abused, existing deployments 

altered
○ Options: deploy backdoored container, manipulate existing pod 

definitions, manipulate images (lot of these options are pretty loud)



Service Token

● Per default a service user account token “default” is mounted to the Pod.
● It is a jwt token
● It is used to authenticate against the kubernetes API
● The permissions can be just read stuff, read/ write in your namespace or your 

cluster admin (misconfiguration!)

● Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) is the main authorization scheme in 
Kubernetes

● If the Token not needed do not mount it - even it is the default K8s behavior



RBAC
● Get/ list / update secrets from the K8s secret store
● Any-Rules on resource (*)

○ create, update, patch
○ Llst, watch, get
○ Delete

● Create Pod in a different/ privileged namespace
● Create/ update Depylomentsets, Statefulsets, Replicationscontrollers, 

Replicasets, Jobs and Cronjobs
○ Can all be used to create new Pods. Create a new Pod in a privileged 

namespace → privilege escalation
● Use Pod

○ Use Pod to use “exec” on a pod to run code in it. Can be used to privilege 
escalation

● Get/ Patch Rolebindings
● Impersonate privilege against a privileged user



Privileged Pods
● Share the same namespace with the kubernetes node
● Privileged containers usually used for networking manipulation or/and direct 

device access
● Root access inside a privileged container is almost the same to have root 

access of the underlying k8s node

● Reminder: root in a unprivileged container uses layers of defense against host 
breakout



Privileged Pods
● hostIPC

○ Allows access to the hosts IPC namespace to communicate with hosts 
running processes

● hosPID
○ Allows access to the hosts PID namespace

● Host Volume Access
○ Sensitive data from the host mounted to the container



Typical attacker sequence in K8s
● Enumeration / Discovery
● Show all images

○ kubectl get pods -A -o json | jq -r  
'.items[].spec.containers[].image' | sort | uniq

● Network Policy
○ Kubectl get networkpolicy -A -o jsonpath='{range 

.items[*]}rule_name:{“”}{@.metadata.name}{“\n”}namespace:{“  
“}{@.metadata.namespace}{“ “}{“\n”{“  “}{@.spec.*}{“  
“}{“\n”}{“\n”}{end}'



Typical attacker sequence in K8s
● Cluster admins

○ kubectl get clusterrolebindings | grep  
ClusterRole/cluster-admin

● ClusterRoles/ Roles secret access
○ kubectl get clusterrole -o json | jq -r '.items[] |  

select(.rules[].resources | index("secrets") |  
select(.!=null)).me tadata.name'

○ kubectl get roles -A -o json | jq -r '.items[] |  
select(.rules[].resources |  
index("secrets")|select(.!=null)).metadat a.name'

● List all PersitentVolumes
○ kubectl get pvc -A



Typical attacker sequence in K8s
● ClusterRoles/ Roles with configmaps privileges

○ kubectl get clusterrole -o json | jq -r '.items[] |  
select(.rules[].resources | index("configmaps") |  
select(.!=null)).metadata.name'

○ kubectl get roles -A -o json | jq -r '.items[] |  
select(.rules[].resources |  
index("configmaps")|select(.!=null)).meta data.name'

● ClusterRoles/ Roles with wildcard access to some resource
○ kubectl get clusterrole -o json | jq -r '.items[] |  

select(.rules[].resources | index("*") |  
select(.!=null)).metadata .name

○ kubectl get roles -A -o json | jq -r '.items[] |  
select(.rules[].resources |  
index("*")|select(.!=null)).metadata.name '



Typical attacker sequence in K8s
● List all privileged Pods

○ kubectl get pods -A -o json | jq -r '.items[] |  
select(.spec.containers[].securityContext |  
select(.privileged==true)) .metadata.name'

● List all Pods allowing privilege escalation
○ kubectl get pods -A -o json | jq -r '.items[] |  

select(.spec.containers[].securityContext |  
select(.allowPrivilegeEsca lation==true)).metadata.name'

● List all root Pods
○ kubectl get pods -A -o json | jq -r '.items[] |  

select(.spec.containers[].securityContext |  
select(.runAsUser==0)).met adata.name'



Typical attacker sequence in K8s
● SYS-Admin-Caps

○ kubectl get pods -A -o json | jq -r '.items[] |  
select(.spec.containers[].capabilities.add |  
select("SYS_ADMIN") | sel ect(.!=null)).metadata.name'

● There are more dangerous configs for privilege escalations
● More info:

○ https://github.com/lightspin-tech/red-kube/blob/main/RedKubeC
TL.yml



Some Open Source Tools
● Cnquery

○ https://github.com/mondoohq/cnquery
● Cnspec

○ https://github.com/mondoohq/cnspec
● Osquery

○ https://github.com/osquery/osquery
● Kubequery

○ https://github.com/Uptycs/kubequery
● Cloudquery

○ https://github.com/cloudquery/cloudquery
● Red Kube

○ https://github.com/lightspin-tech/red-kube
● Kubeaudit

○ https://github.com/Shopify/kubeaudit
● Rakkess

○ https://github.com/corneliusweig/rakkess

https://github.com/mondoohq/cnquery
https://github.com/mondoohq/cnspec
https://github.com/osquery/osquery
https://github.com/Uptycs/kubequery
https://github.com/cloudquery/cloudquery
https://github.com/lightspin-tech/red-kube
https://github.com/Shopify/kubeaudit
https://github.com/corneliusweig/rakkess


Cloud Services

Cluster Nodes

Workloads 
(Deployments / Pods)

Cluster Configuration

Application Containers

cnquery

cloudquery

kubequery

osquery

Unified Query Language



Cloud Services

Cluster Nodes

Workloads 
(Deployments / Pods)

Cluster Configuration

Application Containers

cnspec
OPA/ rego

inspec

Unified Security Language



Hacking
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Hack via Service Account Token

Pipeline AWS EKS

DV Web App

DV Web App Manifests

Node
Node





Extensible Security Posture 
Management (xSPM)



Security Posture Management

Counter- 
measures

Monitoring and 
review 

Risk 
assessment 

Data collection

Implementing 
controls and 

measures to mitigate 
identified risks, 

vulnerabilities, and 
misconfiguration, 
such as network 
security, access 

controls, hardening, 
and data security 

measures.

Regularly reviewing 
and evaluating the 

effectiveness of 
security controls and 

measures and 
making any 
necessary 

adjustments to 
ensure that they 
remain effective.

Identifying and 
evaluating an 
organization's 
potential risks,  

vulnerabilities, and 
misconfiguration.

Collecting the 
required data about 

the infrastructure.

Incident 
response

Developing and 
implementing a plan 
to respond to security 

incidents, such as 
data breaches or 

unauthorized access 
to systems.
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xSPM capabilities
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Continuous monitoring of 
the complete infrastructure 
stack (from local via CI/CD 
to production)

1

Open Source based Policy 
as Code (easy extensible + 
customizable)

2

Detection of security threats 
/ vulnerabilities
Detection of configuration 
drift

3

Alerting and notification of 
security issues4

Remediation of security 
issues through automated 
or manual processes

5

Continuous Compliance 
reporting and tracking6



We built a platform we are using

we worked at

Soo 
Choi
CEO

Dominik 
Richter

CPO

Christoph 
Hartmann

CTO

Patrick 
Münch 

CISO



Thank you

@atomiczero111

patrick@mondoo.com


